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A GLANCE INSIDE...
FELINE FUN FACTS

IN THE FIELD

TODAY IN TANZANIA

The Ruaha landscape holds
over 10% of the world’s
remaining lions! Did you know
lions are the only cat that lives
in large groups? Find out
more about these big cats!

The Ruaha Carnivore Project
received 4 Anatolian
Shepherds pups! Find out
how these dogs will help
protect livestock and save
lions!

Bring your umbrella and rain
boots! There is a 90%
chance of rain today with a
high of 31 degrees Celsius (87
degrees Fahrenheit).
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In the Field
A cuddly, new puppy might not be the first
thing that comes to mind when talking about
conservation efforts. Believe it or not, these
young canines could be one of the best tools for
saving the large carnivores of Tanzania.
The Anatolian Shepherd is an ancient breed
of domesticated dog that first appeared on the
scene some 6,000 years ago in Turkey. Since
then, they have been used around the world as
guardian dogs for livestock. Much like collies in
the U.K. and U.S., they are used typically with
herds of goat and sheep, but Anatolian
Shepherds are used for protection, not for
herding. They have a natural instinct to guard
whatever it is they were raised with, and the
presence of such a large dog deters carnivores
from attacking. That means if you raise an
Anatolian Shepherd pup with a group of goats,
that dog will guard the goats from threats as it
reaches adulthood. Anatolian Shepherds were
even bred to blend in with the goats and sheep
they are meant to protect, hence the light color
of their coats. Since they can reach up to 150
pounds, they are very good bodyguards!
Many times large predators are killed in
“retaliation killings”. When people find their
livestock killed by a wild animal, they in turn kill

the predators they think are responsible. This
happens in Africa as well as other parts of the
world. What if we could reduce the number of

PROJECT PICS

livestock killed by large predators?
The Cheetah Conservation Fund (CCF)
asked that very question. As part of their
conservation efforts, they brought Anatolian
Shepherds into Namibia and placed them with
the local villages and taught the villagers how to
use the dogs to protect their flocks. It was a
huge success. Cheetahs usually would not go
after the goats if it meant having to confront a
large canine. The domestic livestock killings
decreased, which meant the retaliation killings
decreased as well. Now, human-cheetah
conflict has decreased, which is good for all
sides.
The Ruaha Carnivore Project hopes to
replicate this success in Tanzania. The program
has brought in four Anatolian Shepherd pups,
from CCF, to be the “pilot program dogs”.
These pups have been placed at Barabaig and
Maasai homesteads to test the effectiveness of
their ability to help deter carnivores from
attacking the livestock. Hopefully, these fluffy
pups will eventually save many goat lives,
thereby reducing the need of retaliatory
carnivore killings. Good luck, pups!

Camera Trap Photos
The Msembe camera-trapping
grid in Ruaha National Park is
taking amazing pictures. From
top, the first camera trap of a
caracal within the park
boundaries, a photo of a very
pregnant lion, and a leopard
stretching out the kinks of its
back legs!
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The rainy season is here

TODAY IN
TANZANIA

It is now well into the
rainy season in Tanzania.
This is an interesting
time in Ruaha, as the
vegetation becomes very
thick and green and there
are far more water
sources around, so
animals do not have to
congregate around the
Ruaha River. This makes
it harder for predators
to find their prey and
can increase conflict
with people, as the
predators move onto
village land in search
for food.

Getting
around can be
difficult in the
rainy season

On the Ground in Ruaha...
We are eagerly awaiting the arrival
of the big catfish (pictured top right) to
the area now that the Great Ruaha
River, has started flowing again. These
fish, which grow in girth to the size of
an adult person’s thigh, will add a
welcome change to our staple diet of
rice and beans. The rains have brought
with them huge amounts of migratory
birds which are taking advantage of
the huge increase in insects, mollusks
and fish in the area.
Fish caught in a small pool, cut off
from the Great Ruaha River, are easy

CONSERVATION
CLUB
Through the center of Ruaha
National Park, the Great Ruaha
River flows. As the name implies, it
was once a very great river. Due in
part to poor irrigation practices, the

meals for a Pied Kingfisher (pictured
bottom right). Other birds have
migrated from thousands of kilometers
away to take advantage of the bounty.
The dull European Roller arrives in its
drab non-breeding plumage in
October but leaves in April with bright,
striking colors ready for the breeding
season. Ruaha is a great place to see
falcons and raptors throughout the
year. The arrival of migrants to the mix
makes the rainy season even more
special here.

river is unfortunately running dry.
There are times during the year
where the flow of the river stops
completely and it is hard to tell
where the river bed is due to
vegetation growth.
Regardless of where you live,
water conservation is something in
which we all need to take part!
Remember to turn off the tap
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when you brush your teeth, collect
rain water in a rain barrel to use at
a later date for your gardens, and
be aware of what is going down
the drain. Responsible water
usage will ensure that this vital
resource is available for flora,
fauna and future generations.

Ruaha Rainy Season Pictures

European Roller with bright, striking
colors ready for breeding season

Crocodiles in the Ruaha River
The Amur Falcon breeds in south-eastern
Serbia and northern China. These migrate
through India in huge numbers, arriving in
Ruaha in October to coincide with the
abundance of its insect prey, which is
caught in flight.

Tawny Eagle

Eastern-chanting Goshawk
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Feline Fun Facts

LIONS

Tanzania’s Ruaha landscape holds

lions includes zebras, wildebeest, and
antelopes. When hunting something fast
like an antelope, teamwork usually pays

some of the most valuable large carnivore

off! While the females do most of the

populations left in the world, including

hunting, the male lion’s job is to defend

lions. In this newsletter, we will highlight

their territory and their pride. They do this

some amazing lion facts.

by roaring loudly to warn intruders and by

Lions are the second largest cat and
the only cat that lives in groups with both

scent marking.
A typical day in the life of a lion

sexes (cheetahs form male “coalitions”

includes a lot of laying around. Lions will

usually made up of brothers). A group of

sleep or rest about 20 hours a day. This

lions is called a pride. Typically, prides are

helps conserve energy for when they need

made up of a dozen or more females, their

to hunt.

young, and up to three males. Female

The main issue lions face around

cubs will stay with the pride for their entire

Ruaha is conflict with humans. Living so

lives. Young males will leave and start their

close to these large carnivores is not easy

own pride or take over another pride by

for local people, as lions can pose a threat

fighting that pride’s male lion.

to their livestock and livelihoods, and many

Male and female lions are sexually

people see no benefits from their

dimorphic, meaning males and females

presence. That’s why it is important for

look different. The male lion has a mane

conservation groups, like the Ruaha

around his head, which takes about five

Carnivore Project, to work in this area not

years to grow in completely, while females

only to study the lions but also to help

do not have a mane.

local people by reducing attacks and

Females are the primary hunters in the

developing benefits from lion presence.

pride. They are lean and agile, and often

One benefit is the Kids 4 Cats program,

they will work as a group to take down

which provides village schools with

larger and sometimes faster prey. Prey for

equipment and books.

Caught on Camera
Camera traps help researchers
learn more about lion activity. They
help provide baseline data about
the lions, including population
dynamics, distribution, abundance,
and ecology and movement
throughout Ruaha.
Want to see more photos of lions?
Visit the Ruaha Carnivore Project’s
Facebook page.
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PARTNER SCHOOL SPOTLIGHT
Makifu Primary School
The small village of Makifu in Tanzania is

Longney Church of England Primary
School

located just to the east of Ruaha National Park

Longney C of E Primary School is six miles

in the southern highlands of Tanzania. Ruaha is

south of Gloucester and is situated between the

the largest park in Tanzania. The area near

River Severn and the Gloucestershire, in the

Makifu is home to some of the last remaining

South West of England. The River Severn is

African wild dogs in the world.

famous for its tidal bore, the second highest tide

Makifu Primary School was started in 1974.

anywhere in the world. Sometimes, when tides

As with all Tanzanian schools, Makifu has seven

are very high, the water comes onto the school

grades. Makifu has 246 students and 6

grounds!

teachers. In rural areas of Tanzania, many of the

Longney was built in 1853 by the Church of

schools provide housing for their teachers.

England. The Church built schools at this time to

Makifu has four houses for teachers.

enable all children to go to school without

In Tanzania, primary school is free, but

having to pay. The main building is the original

students must pay to attend secondary school.

Victorian school building, with the old school

Most of the families whose children attend

house now a classroom, staffroom, and small

Makifu Primary School are livestock farmers

library.

who earn less than $2 per day.
Like most rural schools in Tanzania, Makifu

There are 100 students at Longney. In
England students attend primary school until 11

does not have electricity. The Tanzanian

years old, when they go on to secondary school

government is running power lines toward

until they are 18 years old. Students at Longney

Makifu, so the school should have electricity

play lots of sports, especially soccer, and enjoy

soon. Also like most rural Tanzanian schools,

performing music.

Makifu has a shortage of textbooks. Sometimes

Longney has an Eco-team that keeps

as many as six students share one book. The

everyone up to date with environmental issues.

students like to play football (soccer), netball

In July 2013, Longney received the Eco-School’s

and volleyball.

Green Flag award for the students work.
At Longney, the students really enjoy
learning about schools in other countries,
especially Makifu. They are learning a lot about
the endangered cats in Tanzania and about life
in Makifu. Students are very happy to be able to
help students in another country.

Making Connections
Makifu and Longney are making
positive, lasting connections. The
pictures capture the benefits of
schools partnering together. From
top to bottom, a photo of school
books purchased with Kids 4 Cats
funds for the students at Makifu, a
photo of the kids saying hi to
Longney, and a photo of kids
playing football (soccer). The
pictures to the left are of Amy
visiting Longney.
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Calling all Interested Schools!
The Ruaha Carnivore Project is

classrooms can hold as many as 60

country schools also will

looking for schools in developed

students at a time, and up to six

benefit from participating in

nations to partner with local schools in

students often share a book. Many

Kids 4 Cats by learning

the Ruaha area of Tanzania, as part of

students don’t have workbooks or

about the Tanzanian

the Kids 4 Cats Program established

pencils. Idodi Secondary School

children at their twinned

by RCP.

suffered a devastating fire in 2009 that

schools and about this wild and

killed 12 children in an overcrowded

beautiful part of Tanzania.

A good education is absolutely
critical for children in poor, rural areas,

dormitory and is believed to have

as it provides the only real opportunity

started when a child reading by

make a vital difference, both for

to improve the situations both for

candlelight fell asleep and dropped

people and predators in rural

themselves and their families. Yet the

the candle. The limited funds that

Tanzania. To learn more about how to

23 schools in the Ruaha area have

would normally go toward school

become a part of RCP’s Kids 4 Cats

very few resources. They do not have

books and equipment had to be

program, please contact us at

electricity or easy or consistent access diverted to rebuilding.
to water. Because there are so few

Your school’s involvement will

rcpkids4cats@gmail.com.

The developed-country school

teachers, different forms (grades)

commits to raising at least £400 (US

sometimes must share a classroom. In

$500) annually for its partner school.

most of the area’s primary schools,

Schoolchildren at the developed-

Current Kids 4 Cats Twinned Schools
Exmouth Community College (Devon, UK) ... Idodi Secondary School
Honiton Community College (Devon, UK) ... Pawaga Secondary School
Two Moors Primary School (Devon, UK) ... Kitisi Primary School
Steuart Weller Elementary (Ashburn, Virginia, USA) ... Malinzanga Primary School
Clayton Middle School (Salt Lake City, Utah, USA) ... Isele Primary School
Meredith Middle School (Des Moines, Iowa, USA) ... Mafuluto Primary School
Longney Primary School (Gloucester, UK) ... Makifu Primary School
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POSITIVE PARTNERSHIPS
Kids 4 Cats + Houston Zoo =
Amazing conservation collaboration
Conservation is all about connections,

very little of that money

many times creating partnerships. These

reaches the poorer people

partnerships can be between people,

who suffer the costs of wildlife

governments, organizations, or even schools. In

presence. There is animosity

this newsletter, we are going to share

toward the carnivores due to loss of livestock

information and project updates from the Ruaha

and human life. Lions in particular are known for

Carnivore Project.

attacking local villagers’ cattle. This results in

Ruaha Carnivore Project

many retaliation killings of carnivores. RCP set

The Ruaha Carnivore Project (RCP) is part
of the Wildlife Conservation Research Unit
(WildCRU) at the University of Oxford, in the
United Kingdom. Some of the objectives of
RCP are to reduce human-wildlife conflict,
improve benefits associated with large
carnivores, and provide education and outreach.
The Ruaha National Park is located in
Tanzania. Tanzania is one of the most
biologically diverse countries on the planet. It
holds over a third of Africa’s lion population, as
well as one of the largest remaining populations

out to improve the lives of the people who live
around the Ruaha National Park. They

To promote greater awareness of

understood that until they could help people

conservation efforts around the globe, the

reduce the costs and see real benefits from

Houston Zoo brings in speakers to give

carnivore presence, the conflicts and killings

presentations that are open to all staff and the

would continue. One of the most-desired local

general public. In March of 2013, Dr. Amy

benefits was better access to education.

Dickman, the Director of the Ruaha Carnivore

Therefore, RCP created Kids 4 Cats, where

Project, came and spoke about the amazing

developed-world schools help provide vital

work the organization is doing in Tanzania. The

funds for poor village schools.

rest, as they say, is history. The Houston Zoo

Houston Zoo

and the Ruaha Carnivore Project formed a

In 1922, a piece of land located in Hermann

of African wild dogs. Despite being so rich in

Park in Houston, Texas, was donated to house a

biodiversity, the human population of Tanzania is

small collection of animals including a bison.

extremely impoverished. Most of the country’s

The Houston Zoo had been born. Today, it

people live on less than $2 a day. Over 50% of

looks quite a bit different than it did 90 years

the people living in Tanzania do not have access

ago. The mission statement of the Houston Zoo

to adequate sanitation, and a third of all babies

is to provide a fun, unique, and inspirational

born are not expected to live to see 40 years of

experience fostering appreciation, knowledge,

age.

and care for the natural world. The Houston
RCP realized that the rural people saw very

Working Together

partnership, where the Houston Zoo is helping
RCP by developing communication materials for
schools involved in the Kids 4 Cats initiative.
This means that together we can work towards
promoting conservation and education all over
the globe.

Zoo works to conserve the natural world through

little benefit from the carnivores they lived along-

education and often partners with different

side. Even though the large fauna of their nation

conservation organizations throughout Texas

brings in massive amounts of tourist dollars,

and the world.

Check it Out!

Kids 4 Cats

Click on the links to learn more about
RCP. Also, be sure to follow RCP on
Facebook!

Have a question? Send us an email
and we’ll get you an answer.
rcpkids4cats@gmail.com

Check out this interview with Dr. Amy
Dickman.
Learn more about the big cats and the
Ruaha Landscape.

Follow RCP on Facebook
Learn more about RCP
Learn more about the Houston Zoo
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